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Abstract: In this paper the design and recalculation of new type ceiling elements made of carbon reinforced concrete (CRC) is described. With the use of the high-potential composite material carbon reinforced concrete, structures can be, compared to conventional steel reinforced concrete (RC), designed and manufactured slimmer and lighter. Because of this and the increased sustainability of ceiling elements made of CRC a noteworthy amount of concrete can be saved. To show the potential of CRC elements, four different structures for various fields of application are shown. The first ceiling element, which will be introduced, fits perfectly for the use in multi-storey car parks because of the high resistance of the carbon fibers against corrosion. Another CRC structure in this paper was created in a research project as a demonstrator to show the potential of the newly developed concrete mixture for CRC. To prove the ability of this new developed concrete, large-scale CRC I-beams were produced in a precast concrete factory. The third ceiling element was designed and manufactured in form of a shell to combine the high strength composite material with an improved design for ceiling elements. The last introduced CRC element was developed as demonstrator in another research project and was designed in form of a ribbed slab.
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1. Introduction

Textile reinforced concrete (TRC) respectively carbon reinforced concrete (CRC) is a composite material which shows a high potential for use in structures in civil engineering. The most impressive advantages of CRC is that the reinforcements made of carbon fibers show a high resistance against corrosion and can reach tensile stresses up to 3000–4000 N/mm². This can lead to new designs and structural elements in building industry. A general overview of TRC respectively CRC and of their application in new elements as well as for strengthening of existing RC structures give e.g., [1–5].

With the use of this composite material a new way of building can be achieved. Moreover with CRC a noteworthy amount of concrete can be saved because of the reduction of the required concrete cover in RC structures. But for the design and the production of CRC elements the differences between steel reinforced concrete and carbon reinforced concrete must be considered to achieve the full potential of the high strength material. Moreover in some cases the uniquenesses of the material influences the conception of CRC structures. In this paper it will be shown that CRC is today already more than an alternative to conventional steel reinforced concrete slabs with the help of 4 exemplary large-scale ceiling elements which were designed and tested at Technische Universität Dresden. In the following pages the design, manufacturing and experimental testing of these CRC structures will be presented. Additionally in Section 3 the analytical respectively numerical recalculation of one ceiling element will be shown.
2. Ceiling Elements Made of CRC

2.1. Ceiling Element 1

As it was mentioned before, reinforcements made of carbon fibers show a high resistance against corrosion. Due to this, CRC ceiling elements fit perfectly for the application in multi-storey car park systems. Parking slabs made of conventional RC show in many cases damages caused by the high exposure to corrosive chemicals (primarily chlorides). This is the reason why those parking slabs need special coating systems for protection. With the use of non-corroding carbon fibers instead of steel, those special and expensive protection systems can be neglected.

At the Otto Mohr Laboratory (OML) of our institute, a large-scale ceiling element for parking slabs was made of CRC. The geometry of the slab was 2.5 m × 1.0 m × 0.10 m with a span of 2.38 m [6]. The challenge of this large-scale element was to find the best design concept for the end anchorage of a carbon fiber grid. One of the defiances by designing a parking slab is that those parking slabs are supported by slim steel or prestressed RC beams (Figure 1a). Thereby the available end anchorage length for carbon grids with high tensile stresses is not sufficient in the most cases. Therefore, the design of the end anchorage of the grid was manufactured in shape of a loop (Figure 1). With this conception the grid can be end anchored even if really small end anchorage lengths exist.

With an experimental test [6] which was performed as 4-point bending test (Figure 2), it should be proved the suggestion that the carbon grid can be sufficient end anchored with this conception. The failure of the specimen was a tensile failure caused by the bending load generated by a total experimental load of 160 kN. This corresponds to an equivalent surface load of ~64 kNm/m. It was shown that this kind of conception is a high potential method for parking slabs. For more information about this structure see [6].

![Figure 1. Shaped grid made of carbon fibers [mm]: (a) Principal drawing; 1—fine-grained concrete, 2—grid in shape of a loop, 3—steel beam as a support, lₐ—available end anchorage length; (b) manufactured shape loop before casting the parking slab (graphic and photo: A. Schumann).](image)

![Figure 2. Testing the parking slab: (a) test setup; (b) experimental load-deflection curve, deflection was measured at the half of the span (graphic and photo: A. Schumann).](image)
2.2. Ceiling Element 2

In the joint research project C³-B2, which is a subproject in the big common research project C³—Carbon Concrete Composite in Germany [7], new concrete mixtures for CRC were developed [8]. To prove the suitability of one of the new developed mixtures a large-scale beam with an improved geometry as a demonstrator with a length of 6.0 m was designed and manufactured [9]. As basis for comparison, a conventional RC beam was used. To show the advantages of TRC resp. CRC compared to RC, the TRC beam was designed as slim as possible. As reinforcement, carbon grids as well as rebars made of alkali-resistant (AR) glass fibers were used for the “non-metallic” beam. Of course, carbon rods can also be used, but at that time rebars made of carbon fibers were not available in a sufficient amount in the C³ research program.

The Figures 3 and 4 show the comparison between the TRC and the RC beam. In this special case 50% of concrete could be saved compared to the RC beam. Moreover, the masses of the reinforcements were very different. The RC beam had a total weight of reinforcement of 236 kg whereas the reinforcement of the TRC beam weighed only 55 kg, which is a reduction of ~75%. The manufacturing of the different T-beams took place in a precast concrete factory. Additionally the I-beams were experimentally tested at the OML. With these tests it could be proved that the TRC beam had almost the same load capacity although the cross-section was much slimmer. On the other hand, the maximum deflection of the TRC beam was much bigger compared to the RC beam, which can be justified by the use of the rebars made of glass fibers, which have, compared to steel rebars, a lower elastic modulus. For further research, rebars made of carbon will be used to decrease the deflections.

![Figure 3. Comparison between (left) a RC and (right) a TRC beam (photo: A. Schumann).](image)

![Figure 4. Cross sections of the I-beams [cm/mm], left: TRC with rebars made of AR glass fibers (blue lines) and carbon grids (black), right: RC with steel reinforcement (graphic: A. Schumann).](image)

2.3. Ceiling Element 3

The third ceiling element which will be introduced is a combination between building with CRC and shape optimization. The use of CRC offers slim and lightweight structures. But one difficulty by slim structures is the minimization of the deflection and to fulfill the requirements of the serviceability limit state design. Due to this reason a ceiling element was designed with a load-
carrying behavior of a shell [10]. With this conception the advantages of shell structures can be combined with the high strength composite material CRC.

The ceiling element had a length of 4.5 and a height at midspan of 18.5 cm (Figure 5a,b) [10]. With designing the structure as a shell, the load-carrying behavior is clear. Vertical loads are transferred through the arch to the supports and the forces caused by horizontal bow thrust at the end of the arch are carried out through horizontal reinforcement in the two vertical webs. So, in the arch only compression forces exist. At the top and the bottom of the arch, carbon grids were still placed (Figure 5c) for carrying tensile forces caused by the load setup. The tensile forces in the webs of the element were carried out by rebars in the webs. In the first elements, steel rebars were used, because at that time no sufficient rebars made of carbon fibers were available (see Section 2.2). In further elements, the steel rebars were displaced by carbon rebars [9].

A total of 4 ceiling elements were successfully tested at the OML in short-time and long-term bending tests so far. As it was expected the loads were transferred through the compression arch and the tensile strut. It was proved that with combination of an alternative design and CRC slim and lightweight structures can be built which fulfill the requirements of the ultimate limit stage as well as of the serviceability limit stage. More information about this type of lightweight element are given in [10].

2.4. Ceiling Element 4

The 4th ceiling element was developed in the subproject C3-V1.5 [7] of the C3 project. In the project, the demolition, dismantling and recycling of structures made of CRC is examined. Therefore large-scale structures were manufactured and later again demolished (Figure 6). Additionally to the demolition tests, those large-scale elements were tested until fracture at OML as well. One of the structures was a ceiling element, which was designed as a ribbed slab (Figure 6b). The thickness of the upper slab was 6 cm and the height in total 25 cm. As reinforcement grids and rebars made of carbon fibers were used. During the design and the experimental test (Figure 6c) of this ribbed slab nowadays known constructive details and handlings when using CRC were proved and—if necessary—modified resp. extended. Moreover with the data from out of the large-scale test, the
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**Figure 5.** Shell-like CRC slab (cm): (a) bottom view; (b) experimental load-deflection curve, deflection was measured at the half of the span; (c) cross-section of the element in midspan (graphic and photos: S. May).
calculation for such a CRC element was checked or existing engineer models for RC were transferred to CRC.

Figure 6. Ribbed slab made of CRC [cm]: (a) demolition of the demonstrator; (b) cross-section; (c) ceiling element during the experimental test at OML; (d) experimental load-deflection curve, deflection was measured at the half of the span (graphic and photos: J. Kortmann/S. May).

3. Analytical and Numerical Investigations

All previously described large-scale structures were recalculated after the experimental tests to show the suitability of nowadays available engineer models, see e.g., [11], [12]. CRC elements show in many cases in principle the same load carrying behavior as RC structures. But during the design and the (re-)calculation the differences between CRC and RC have to be considered, e.g., carbon grids or carbon rebars have a linear elastic stress-strain relationship and show no ductility compared to steel reinforcement.

The flexural capacity of CRC structures as well as the calculation of deflections is already possible with a good conformity according to the experimental results. This will exemplary be shown for the ribbed slab (Figure 6). Based on common the assumptions for calculating the flexural capacity of RC elements (e.g., hypothesis of Bernoulli), the maximum flexural capacity of CRC elements can be determined as well. The ultimate limit state of a structural element is reached when the ultimate strain of the concrete or of the reinforcement is reached. For the ribbed slab, the moment of inertia was determined iteratively by varying the kind of concrete and the reinforcement’s strain. A difference between experimental and analytical failure bending moment of 3% was achieved. This simple example shows that under consideration of the material behavior CRC experimental tests can be recalculated quite accurate for flexural bending failure mode. For other failure modes e.g., shear failure, further research is necessary.

One other well-known method for calculation is the use of the finite element method (FEM). In Figure 7, experimentally determined and numerically calculated load-deflection curves for the I-beam (Figure 3) are shown for comparison. The CRC beam was experimentally tested at the OML with 2 different load settings (Figure 7). To achieve more information about the I-beam and the interaction between the different components of the beam (concrete, carbon grids, rebars made of AR glass fibers), this structure was recalculated with the FE program ANSYS. As it can be seen in Figure 7, the load-carrying behavior and the failure modes can be simulated. In both cases, the failure was induced by exceeding the concrete’s compressive strength in the compression zone caused by the bending moment. Moreover, with the FEM simulation further investigation were done, e.g., the influence of carbon grids in the compression zone was considered.
4. Conclusions and Outlook

In this paper different concepts of CRC ceiling elements were described, which were designed and tested at the Technische Universität Dresden. With these CRC structures it can be shown that carbon reinforced concrete is a high potential composite material which can already be more than just an alternative to conventional RC structures. This paper wants to give suggestions how the composite material can be used and what the advantages of CRC can be — e.g., it can be built slimmer, more lightweight and durable. Moreover it was shown that CRC elements can be recalculated for flexural failure quite accurate and that those structures can be simulated compared to conventional RC with well-known FE programs as well.
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